news roundup

World

Polish government proposes union curbs, Party meets — The Polish government announced Sunday a proposed trade-union resolution which would prohibit unions from political organization and from organization by territorial units. The proposal is to be publicly discussed before the passage of a trade union bill. The Polish Central Committee of the Communist Party is scheduled to meet today and tomorrow, the first time it has done so since martial law was imposed.

Portillo urges peace talks for Central America — Mexican President Lopez Portillo delivered a speech in Nicaragua Sunday calling for detente in Central America. He warned that this might be the last opportunity to avoid a confrontation in the area. He called for negotiations aimed at peace in El Salvador and improved relations between the US and both Nicaragua and Cuba.

Vatican plans to build bomb shelter — The Vatican has announced plans to build a $6 million dollar shelter to protect its library collection against nuclear attack.

Writer admits he faked article — Christopher Jones, a twenty-four-year-old American freelance writer, admitted Sunday that an article he wrote for The New York Times Magazine had been fabricated. Jones' article described a trip he claimed to have made to Cambodia to interview a former Rouge guerrilla. Jones was discovered Friday night hiding in the Mediterranean resort town of Capri, Spain. He was confronted by a New York Times bureau chief and told to turn himself in.

Writer admits he faked article

Nation

Watt seeks wilderness protection bill — In a major policy reversal, Interior Secretary James G. Watt said Sunday that he will ask Congress to ban all mining and drilling in Federal wilderness areas until the year 2000.

Governors reject Reagan's appeal — Sunday, the nation's governors rejected the Reagan Administration's appeal to ignore their state's disinterest in President Reagan's proposed budget cuts and adopt his new federalism proposal. According to Budget Director David A. Stockman, "The budget is wholly separable from the federalism plans." The new federalism proposal "transcends the budget numbers that governors consider pressing," he said.

Stockman, "The budget is wholly separable from the federalism plans."

Vatican plans to build bomb shelter

Nancy Reagan forges gowns — Reputedly hurt by public criticism of her practice of accepting designer dresses and later donating them to museums, the First Lady has phoned her fashion designers to inform them that she will no longer accept loans of gowns. A letter, sent and signed by the First Lady's special assistant, Elisabeth D. Crispens, explains that for many years, both in California and Washington, D. C., Reagan has given her clothing to museums. "Because she believes that the clothing of any particular era is a visual story of the people of that period."

Bush commits radar planes to battle — Vice President George Bush asserted that Federal authorities will use "radar planes in the fight against drug smuggling in South Florida. Bush declared, "We say the American people have a great patience, but that patience has been sapped. South Florida cannot be a haven for criminals, be drug traffickers, for hired assassins."

NASA and four others indicted for tax fraud — Susan Saxe, former Branford University student and convicted bank robber, and four other Framingham State Prison inmates have been indicted for tax fraud. Saxe and the others were partners in a self-operated computer business that netted them of at least $20,000 dollars per and如果说committees nonexistent, the prosecution for accuses faced charges of failing to file tax returns, filing fraudulent returns, and aiding in the preparation of fraudulent returns.

Weather

Partly cloudy today with periods of sunshine. Temperatures will be in the mid to upper 30's with light northerly winds. Partly cloudy tonight will lows 25-29. Cloudy skies will return on Wednesday as a storm approaches from the west. Highs 30-40. Rain may begin in the Boston area by late Wednesday. Overnight lows will be in the low 30's.